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Andrzej K. Wróblewski * 

 
Are we ready for common history of science? 
 
THE CREATION AND GROWTH of the European Union proves that many European countries have 

decided to share the common future. But what about our past? One knows about differences in 

interpretation of political and social history of various nations, so that it is difficult, perhaps even 

hopeless, to expect a commonly accepted history of Europe or of the world. 

One could expect the history of science to be a less controversial area but it seems not to be so. A 

brief survey of textbooks and biographical dictionaries published in various countries shows that there 

are several differing versions of the history of science: British (or Anglo-Saxon), French, German, 

Italian, Russian, and probably more. Is it possible to achieve a history of science which could be 

accepted by all countries? 

The author takes a pragmatic attitude that the objective history of science should provide faithful 

reconstruction of the past events, that is, it should show how things did happen, not how they could 

have happened. If we agree upon that statement then it should not be impossible to recreate the 

development of science in history, however unjust it was for some scientists. The sole objective criterion 

should always be the impact of a given person or a given result on the course of events. Hence, for 

example, one should not take into account results and ideas which for one reason or another were not 

disseminated among scientific community at the time and could not influence development of science. 

The discussion will be focused on the history of physics because of the author's background. 

 

For further details on the subject see the presentation attached below. 
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Are we ready for common
history of science ?

Andrzej K. Wróblewski
Warsaw University



But But whatwhat aboutabout ourour past ?past ?

The countries of the European Union have
decided to have common future



The differences in interpretation of political 
and social history of various nations still 
remain very great, so that it is difficult to 

envisage if or when a commonly accepted 
history of Europe or of the world

could be achieved

One could expect the history of science One could expect the history of science 
to be a less controversial area to be a less controversial area 

but it seems not to be sobut it seems not to be so



A brief survey of textbooks and biographic 
dictionaries published in different countries 
shows that there are various versions of the 
history of science:

British (or Anglosaxon), 
French, 
German, 
Italian, 
Russian,

and probably more



Inventeurs et scientifiques. Dictionnaire de biographies, 
Larousse, Paris 1994
Jean-Claude Boudenot – Histoire de la Physique et des 
Physiciens, Paris 2001
Jean Baudet – Penser le monde. Une histoire de la physique 
jusqu’en 1900, Paris 2006

Павел С. Kудрявцев – Kурс истории физики, Mосква 1974
Яков Г. Дорфман – Всемирная история физики, vol.1-2, 
Mосква 1974, 1979
Юрий А. Храмов – Биографиа физики, Киев 1983
Юрий А. Храмов – Физики. Биографический словар, Киев 
1983



Wolfgang Schreier et al. - Geschichte der Physik, Berlin 1988 
Armin Hermann - Lexikon Geschichte der Physik A-Z, Köln 
1987
Lexikon der Naturwissenschaftler, eds. Doris Freudig, Sabine 
Ganter, Rolf Sauermost, Berlin 2000

Biographical Encyclopedia of Scientists, eds. John Daintith, 
Sarah Mitchell, Elizabeth Tootill, Derek Gjertsen, Bristol and 
Philadelphia 1994
The Cambridge Dictionary of Scientists, eds. David Millar, Ian 
Millar, John Millar, Margaret Millar, Cambridge 1996

Mario Gliozzi – Storia della fisica, Torino 1965



33.3%37% 29.7%

Gliozzi
Storia della fisica
789 names

Дорфман
Всемирная История Физики
707 names



35.9%37.6% 26.5%

Schreier
Geschichte der Physik
594 names

Boudenot
Histoire de la Physique
504 names



ApolApoloogygy
BBecause my sources in Russian ecause my sources in Russian 
date from the Soviet eradate from the Soviet era,,
I was unable to I was unable to givegive proper cproper creditredit
tto scientists from Armenia, o scientists from Armenia, 
Belarus, Estonia, Georgia, Belarus, Estonia, Georgia, 
Lithuania, Latvia, Ukraine etcLithuania, Latvia, Ukraine etc., who ., who 
have been all classified as Soviethave been all classified as Soviet



TextbookTextbook D+A F RUS+SU I UK+IRL USA Rest

German 33.533.5 15.7 4.5 5.5         17.5              8.9           19,7

French 17.5 23.923.9 3.6 6.2 17.5            18.2           13.1

Soviet * 20.6 15.2 25.925.9 5.5 14.8    6.5           11.5

Soviet ** 22.4         16.2 15.015.0 6.1         17.5            14.8             8.0

Italian 20.0 21.4 1.1 18.118.1 19.5 7.7 12.2

PercentPercent of names of different nationalities inof names of different nationalities in history of physics textbooks history of physics textbooks 

Schreier et al. Schreier et al. -- Geschichte der Physik Geschichte der Physik ((Berlin Berlin 1988)1988)
Boudenot Boudenot –– Histoire de la Physique et des PhysiciensHistoire de la Physique et des Physiciens ((Paris 2001Paris 2001))
* K* Kудрявцев удрявцев –– KKурс истории физики урс истории физики (Moсkвa(Moсkвa 1974)1974)

** ** Дорфман Дорфман –– Всемирная история физики Всемирная история физики (M(Mосква 1974осква 1974--19791979))
Gliozzi Gliozzi –– Storia della fisicaStoria della fisica (Torino 1965)(Torino 1965)



DictionaryDictionary D+A F RUS+SU UK+IRL USA Rest

German 33.233.2 13.4 5.4 15.2 16.7                16.1

French 19.1 27.327.3 4.1 16.9 14.7                17.9

Soviet 16.1 8.7 25.825.8 11.9 18.1                19.4

British ++ 15.8 12.8 3.7 24.824.8 25.925.9 17.0

PercentPercent of physicists of different nationalities inof physicists of different nationalities in biographic dictionariesbiographic dictionaries

Lexikon der Naturwissenschaftler (Berlin 2000)
Inventeurs et scientifiques. Dictionnaire de biographies (Paris 1994)
Физики - Биографический справочник (Moсkвa 1983)
Biographical Encyclopedia of Scientists (Bristol and Philadelphia 1994)



DictionaryDictionary D+A F RUS+SU UK+IRL USA Rest

German 41.041.0 17.9 0 18.7 4.7              17.7

British 18.5 13.7 3,6 25.725.7 21.421.4 17,1

PercentPercent of physicists of different nationalities inof physicists of different nationalities in biographic dictionariesbiographic dictionaries

Lexikon Geschichte der Physik A-Z, Köln 1987
The Cambridge The Cambridge Dictionary of Scientists, Cambridge 1996Dictionary of Scientists, Cambridge 1996



Gliozzi
Storia della fisica
789 names

Дорфман
Всемирная История Физики
707 names

Schreier
Geschichte der Physik
594 names

Boudenot
Histoire de la Physique
504 names

1444 names
in total

only 199 
(13.8%)
overlap



The results of this survey prove that 
there are various conflicting 

versions of the history of science



The objective history of science 
should provide faithful 

reconstruction of the past events, 
that is, it should show how 

things did happen, 
not how they 

could have happened



The sole objective criterion should always be 
the impact of a given person or a given result 
on the course of events. Hence, for example, 
one should not take into account results and 
ideas which for one reason or another were 
not disseminated throughout the scientific 
community at the time and could not influence 
development of science.
Outdated ideas and theories (e.g. caloric) 
must not be omitted

This could be cruel for some scientists



Berthold Hauser - Elementa philosophiae, tomus IV: 
Physica generalis, 924 pp., Vienna  1758

Andreas Jaszlinsky - Institutiones physicae pars prima, seu 
physica generalis, 472 pp., Trnava 1756

Michael Klaus - Naturalis philosophiae seu physica tractatio 
prior, complexa generalem de corporibus doctrinam, 
769 pp., Vienna 1756

Michael Klaus - Naturalis philosophiae seu physica tractatio 
altera, complexa specialem de corporibus doctrinam, 
224 pp., Vienna 1756

Caspar Sanger - Institutiones philosophiae, Pars III: 
Physica specialis, 408 pp, Praha 1758

Histoire de l’Académie Royale des Sciences, avec les Mémoires 
de Mathématique & de Physique pour la même Année
(Paris) 1756, 1757, 1758

Historie de L’Academie Royale des Sciences et Belles Lettres,
(Berlin) 1757, 1758

Journal des sçavants, 1757, 1758
Nova Acta Eruditorum 1758
Philosophical Transactions,  vol. 5050, 1757-1758

A ”A ”Science Citation IndexScience Citation Index” A.D. 1758” A.D. 1758
based based on:on:



MusschenbroekMusschenbroek 100100
NewtonNewton 9494
De De LanisLanis 9393
WolfWolf 7575
NolletNollet 4949
SchottSchott 4949
AristotleAristotle 4747
BoerhaaveBoerhaave 4343
DescartesDescartes 4343
VerdriesVerdries 4343



1111 BoyleBoyle 4141
1212 SturmSturm 3737
1313 GassendiGassendi 3535
1414 Du HamelDu Hamel 3434
1515--1616 LinnaeusLinnaeus 3333
1515--1616 RegnaultRegnault 3333
1717 FortunatusFortunatus 3131
1818 DilleniusDillenius 3030
1919 DechalesDechales 2828
2020--2222 RiccioliRiccioli 2626
2020--2222 s’Gravesandes’Gravesande 26 26 
2020--2222 PliniusPlinius 2626



The Matthew effect
The disease of nationalism
Lack of competence
Negligence



The Matthew EffectThe Matthew Effect**

* R. K. * R. K. MertonMerton, , The Matthew Effect in ScienceThe Matthew Effect in Science, , ScienceScience 159, 159, 56 (1968)56 (1968)

‰For unto every one that hath 
shall be given, and he shall 
have abundance: but from him 
that hath not shall be taken 
away even that which he hath‰
St. Matthew 25:29



1662 Robert Boyle: air pressure is inversely 
proportional to its volume
(Boyle’s law)

1676 Edme Mariotte published identical 
finding (La loi de Mariotte)

In most countries it is called Boyle-Mariotte law



Leonhard Euler
1707-1783

Born: Basel 
(Switzerland)

1727-1741 St. Petersburg
1741-1766 Berlin

1766-1783 St. Petersburg

Died: St. Petersburg

Classified as Swiss

Joseph Louis Lagrange
1736-1813

Born: Torino 
(Kingdom of Sardinia)

Giuseppe Ludovico Lagrangia

1766-1787 Berlin
1787-1813 Paris

Died: Paris

Daniel Gabriel Fahrenheit
1666-1736

Born: Gdańsk
(Poland)

1704-1708 Amsterdam
1717-1736 Amsterdam

Died: The Hague

Classified as French Classified as German



Petrus van Musschenbroek
(1692-1764)

pioneer of experimental physics
pioneering measurements of 

magnetic and electric 
forces and thermal expansion 

Leyden jar (1746)

enormously successful first 
modern textbooks of physics

Not listed in Cambridge Dictionary of Scientists!

first pyrometer



Jean-Antoine Nollet
(1700-1770)

Not listed in Cambridge Dictionary of Scientists, 
Lexikon der Naturwissenschaftler!

pioneer of experimental physics
Leçons de physique 

experimentale (6 vol.)
first electroscope
expts with the Leyden jar
discovered diffusion of liquids 

and osmosis



Wilhelm Eduard Weber 
(1804-1891)

Not listed in Cambridge Dictionary of Scientists!

first system of electric units

magnetic unit ”weber” named 
after him

first electromagnetic telegraph 
(1833, with Gauss)

first consistent electrodynamics 
(for several decades 
regarded to be thethe theory 
of electromagnetism)



Antonius van den Broek
(1870-1926)

atomic number = nuclear charge (1913)
proton-electron model of atomic nuclei

Not listed in Cambridge Dictionary of Scientists, 
Lexikon der Naturwissenschaftler, Larousse

Dictionnaire de biographies!



“The central objective of the Cambridge 
Dictionary of Scientists is to survey the 
sciences through the lives of the men and 
women whose efforts have shaped modern 
science.”

Editorial



The Cambridge Dictionary of Scientists does
not include Nollet, van Musschenbroek, Weber, 
van den Broek, and other important scientists
(e.g. Max Abraham, Marin Mersenne, Hermann
Minkowski... mathematicians: Banach, Cantor, 
Grassmann... etc.)

It does include Maria Agnesi, Harriet Brooks...

It does include American scientist David Alter: 
“In 1854 he showed that each element had its 
own spectrum, conclusively proved a few years 
later by Bunsen and Kirchhoff”



According to the standard history of physics 
polarization of light by reflection was 
discovered by the French physicist Étienne 
Malus in December 1808. 

In the Cambridge Dictionary Malus is notnot
mentioned at all !. We read instead that: 
„David Brewster, British physicist, discovered 
polarization by reflection...”



Khramov in his Biography of Physics
(Храмов – Биографиа физики) 

maintains that the first planetary model 
of the atom was proposed in 1879 

by Nikolai Nikolaevich Beketov

Not mentioned by other Russian sources



Marian Smoluchowski
(1872-1917)

Obituaries by:
Einstein, Naturwissenschaften 5, 737 (1917)
Sommerfeld, Phys. Zeits. 18, 533 (1917)

theory of stochastic processes

theory of Brownian motion

theory of certain critical 
phenomena





”The theory of density fluctuations as developed by 
Smoluchowski represents one of the most outstanding 

achievements in molecular physics... and it is 
somewhat disappointing that the more recent 

discussions of the laws of thermodynamics contain no 
relevant reference to the investigations of Boltzmann 

and Smoluchowski. The absence of references, 
particularly to Smoluchowski, is to be deplored since 
no one has contributed so much as Smoluchowski to 

a real clarification of the fundamental issues involved.”

Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar, Rev. Mod. Phys. 15, 1 (1943) 



Being realist I know that to prepare common 
history of science, unbiased by nationalism, 
prejudice, and negligence would require a lot 
of good will and effort of historians from many 
countries. It can not be done overnight. As for 
now I shall return to the question posed at the 
beginning of my talk:

Are we ready for common history of science?

I can only hope that the answer will be : YES



The End
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